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Formulation of the problem in this research is how the process of Melinting dance and learning outcomes using models Discovery Learning in SMAN 07 Bandar Lampung. The purpose of this research is to describe the process and learning outcomes using models Melinting dance Discovery Learning in SMAN 07 Bandar Lampung. This study used a qualitative descriptive design. The theory used in this research is learning theory and model of Discovery Learning. Data collection techniques used in this research is observation, interview, documentation, practice tests, and nontes. Source of data in this study were 39 students and teachers. The research instrument using observation guides, guide documentation, test and nontes.

Learning dance Melinting using a model of Discovery Learning begins with the stage that students pay attention when watching the teacher demonstrate the range of motion imagery. Asking open-ended questions and counts the student the opportunity to respond. Analyzing the range of motion along with a group that has been formed through phase identification, data collection, data processing and then verification through presentase in front of the class. The observation of student activity in the learning process of rolling in the student dance with using model of Discovery Learning obtain an average value of 62 with a sufficient criterion. Practice test results, it can be seen in the students' ability to dance the dance of Melinting classified in both criteria with an average value of 79.
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